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LB Sutton Children and Families Service 

Practice Directive  - Pre-Proceedings 

Target Group - Social workers, Assistant Team Manager and Team Managers 

Date of Issue - January 2019 

 

This Practice Directive outlines the expectations of working cases which become subject to 

the PLO process. The aim of this is to ensure consistent and good quality practice by 

supporting the management and analysis of risk in a timely fashion .This gives families the 

optimum opportunity to achieve change in the best interests of their child and thus avoid the 

need for court intervention. 

 

Step 1 - Legal Planning Meetings 

Legal Planning meetings are the forums where decisions are made regarding the placing of 

any legal frameworks around a child or young person. They generally take place on Tuesday 

and Thursday afternoons and are chaired by the Head of Service for the team where the 

child/young person is allocated. By way of reminder it is expected (with the exceptions of 

emergencies) that the legal planning meeting referral, along with an up to date chronology 

and most recent assessment/review, is submitted to the HOS for approval prior to a LPM. 

Once this is confirmed business support colleagues will organise the meeting, including 

inviting our legal colleagues. 

 

The legal planning meeting form needs to be completed as fully as possible and include the 

completion of a proposed draft plan which is embedded in the referral form for discussion. 

Where it is the view of the social work team that an expert assessment will be required, the 

expectation is that experts are contacted prior to the meeting to ascertain their costs and 

reporting timelines. This will assist the meeting in timetabling any cases that are agreed as 

PLO.  

 

The option of PLO should be given due consideration within the context of the legal planning 

meeting as there is a clear expectation under the Family Justice Review to (where risk can 

be managed) work with families to bring about change outside of the court arena. Where the 

decision in the LPM is to move straight to proceedings then it needs to be clearly recorded 

as to why the family cannot be worked with outside of the court arena. This rationale should 

also be referenced in the legal advice 

 

It is expected that a Family Group Conference would have been held or at least a referral 

would have been made for the service prior to the LPM. 

 

The legal planning meeting will timetable the PLO process. It is expected that the PLO 

(unless in exceptional circumstances) should take no longer than 12 weeks from the date of 

the initial PLO meeting. 

 

By way of a reminder - the PLO letter needs to be drafted and sent to the legal 

representative within 2 working days - this will be turned around within 2 working days and 

the letter should then be delivered to the parents along with the PLO parental pack (5 

working days from start to finish). The LPM should also determine the date and time for the 

initial PLO meeting which will be 10 working days from the date of the letter being given to 

the parents. This allows the parent(s) sufficient time to organise legal representation. A list of 
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solicitors should be provided with the letter. Business support will book a room, send 

calendar invites and minute the PLO meeting. 

 

Please remember that under no circumstances are LPM minutes to be shared with any 

parent or other professional.  

 

2. PLO Meetings 

The draft plan discussed at the LPM will form the basis for conversations within the PLO 

meeting. This should be detailed and include expectation of visits etc… 

This plan should be clearly detailed in the PLO letters to families so as they are well aware 

of what we are expecting of them before the meeting. 

 

If an expert report is required then the draft letter of instruction is to be taken to the PLO 

meeting and agreed by parties. 

 

Parenting assessments are to be completed in all cases. Social workers are to follow the 

agreed format and structure which is available in the shared google “PLO” folder. Where 

capacity allows, the social workers in the Court Team will undertake the parenting 

assessment. Team managers in the long term safeguarding teams should in the first 

instance communicate with the Team Manager for the Court Team regarding capacity. 

 

The responsibility for chairing PLO meetings falls to the Team Manager. If they for some 

reason cannot complete this (should be the exception rather than the rule) then it is their 

responsibility to agree cover from another Team Manager. 

 

Managers are to follow the agreed agenda and prompt sheet with the expectation that the 

meeting concludes with a SMART plan that is timetable within the 12 weeks. 

 

PLO minutes once approved by the chair and our legal team will be sent to the parents 

lawyer via our legal representative. In scenarios whereby the family do not have 

representation it is the role of the social worker to circulate minutes to the family as well as to 

our lawyer for their information/records. 

 

PLO Review 

With SMART timetabling the final review should take place at 12 weeks. The date and venue 

for this would have been agreed at the initial meeting. The 12 week meeting needs to 

evaluate the work undertaken and information gathered during the preceding 12 weeks and 

make decisions as to whether the risk has been reduced or not. If the trajectory for concern 

is not one of reduction then serious consideration needs to be given to the initiating of 

proceedings. Managers have the discretion to extend the PLO for a further 6 weeks but this 

should only occur where confidence is held that risk is reducing and that this decision is 

discussed with the HOS at the Court Tracker Meetings. In addition where cases are not 

going according to plan the option of holding a midway PLO review should be considered. 

This gives the family the opportunity to hear any concerns with their lawyer present who can 

advise accordingly including the potential consequences if change is not achieved. 

 

Court Tracker Meetings 
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These take place on a 5 weekly basis and provides the opportunity for HOS oversight on all 

cases where legal frameworks apply. The Court tracker meeting needs to be attended by 

either the team manager or the ATM responsible for the day to day management of the 

case. At these meetings the plan is explored to make sure that actions are on track and the 

risk is being managed. These meetings are minuted with business support colleagues 

uploading case updates and decision on to the child’s electronic file. 

 

Resource File 

A shared google file has been  created to support social workers and managers in their 

working of PLO cases. It is expected that this is used as a tool kit where all information and 

the most up to date formats can be accessed. Examples of resources which will be found 

are: 

- Draft letters of instruction 

- List of experts to use 

- List of questions 

- Parenting assessment format 

- Parenting assessment guidance 

- Direct work tools 

- Guidance document regarding PlO Process to include where all the information is 

- Viability assessment format including procedure for viability assessment sign off 

- CPR guidance and form 

- Section pack including health authorisation forms 

- List of solicitors 

 


